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Introduction: The establishment of high-intensity (HI) noninvasive ventilation (NIV) that 

targets elevated PaCO
2
 has led to an increase in the use of long-term NIV to treat patients with 

chronic hypercapnic COPD. However, the role of the ventilation interface, especially in more 

aggressive ventilation strategies, has not been systematically assessed.

Methods: Ventilator settings and NIV compliance were assessed in this prospective cross-

sectional monocentric cohort study of COPD patients with pre-existing NIV. Daytime  arterialized 

blood gas analyses and lung function testing were also performed. The primary end point was 

the distribution among study patients of interfaces (full-face masks [FFMs] vs nasal masks 

[NMs]) in a real-life setting.

Results: The majority of the 123 patients studied used an FFM (77%), while 23% used an 

NM. Ventilation settings were as follows: mean ± standard deviation (SD) inspiratory positive 

airway pressure (IPAP) was 23.2±4.6 mbar and mean ± SD breathing rate was 16.7±2.4/minute.  

Pressure support ventilation (PSV) mode was used in 52.8% of patients, while assisted pres-

sure-controlled ventilation (aPCV) was used in 47.2% of patients. Higher IPAP levels were 

associated with an increased use of FFMs (IPAP 21 mbar: 73% vs IPAP 25 mbar: 84%). 

Mean compliance was 6.5 hours/day, with no differences between FFM (6.4 hours/day) and 

NM (6.7 hours/day) users. PaCO
2
 assessment of ventilation quality revealed comparable results 

among patients with FFMs or NMs.

Conclusion: This real-life trial identified the FFM as the predominantly used interface in 

COPD patients undergoing long-term NIV. The increased application of FFMs is, therefore, 

likely to be influenced by higher IPAP levels, which form part of the basis for successful 

application of HI-NIV in clinical practice.

Keywords: compliance, home mechanical ventilation, interfaces, masks, pressure support, 

ventilation modes

Introduction
COPD patients with chronic hypercapnic respiratory failure are increasingly treated 

with long-term noninvasive ventilation (NIV) due to its association with improved 

survival rates, better health-related quality of life (HRQL) and increased exercise 

capacity after treatment commencement.1–3 Despite this, some studies have reported 

negative effects of long-term NIV, raising the need for both the establishment of ideal 

ventilation settings and the optimal time point for NIV initiation.4–7

In recent positive trials, high-intensity (HI)-NIV was applied with the aim of 

maximally reducing PaCO
2 

via high inspiratory positive airway pressures (IPAPs) 

and backup breathing rates, thus favoring an assisted pressure-controlled ventila-

tion (aPCV) mode.1,2 While the benefits of more aggressive forms of NIV targeting 

elevated PaCO
2
 values are undisputed,2 the precise role of the ventilation interface 
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in this setting remains unknown, even though it has been 

highlighted as a key factor for successful NIV.8 Data from 

the Eurovent trial revealed that 80% of patients with lung 

disease undergoing long-term NIV used nasal masks (NMs).9 

Of note, HI-NIV was not frequently used around the time 

these data were collected. While recent expert surveys sug-

gested a switch from NMs to oro-nasal masks or full-face 

masks (FFMs) in 50% of COPD patients using interfaces, 

this was attributed to expert opinions rather than real clinical 

data.10 Of note, physiological studies revealed better patient 

compliance with NMs,11,12 whereas alveolar ventilation was 

improved with FFMs.12 Nevertheless, these findings have 

little relevance to the HI-NIV conditions used in COPD 

patients, since low IPAP levels were used and the number 

of COPD patients included was also low.11,12

Since a systematic investigation of interface use in long-

term HI-NIV in COPD is still lacking, this real-life study 

was designed to evaluate the interface distribution among 

COPD patients undergoing long-term NIV. Randomized 

controlled trials (RCTs) with predefined inclusion and exclu-

sion criteria were omitted to create a real-life NIV setting 

in which ventilator settings, patient compliance relative to 

different inspiratory pressure ranges and mask selection 

were each assessed.

Methods
This prospective, cross-sectional, single-center, observational 

cohort study was carried out in the respiratory care unit at 

the Department of Pneumology, Cologne-Merheim Hospital, 

University of Witten/Herdecke, Germany. The study was 

approved by the ethics committee of the University of Witten/

Herdecke and performed in accordance with the Declaration 

of Helsinki. The study was registered at the German Clinical 

Trials Register (DRKS00008759). Written informed consent 

was obtained from all subjects.

subjects
Between June 2015 and April 2016, all patients already 

undergoing noninvasive home mechanical ventilation (HMV) 

were screened for eligibility both during follow-up care visits 

(inpatient and outpatient service) and upon admission to the 

hospital due to acute exacerbation. Patients who had only 

used long-term NIV for 4 weeks and did not have underly-

ing COPD were excluded from the study. The initiation of 

NIV therapy for COPD patients was performed according to 

national guidelines13 and previous studies,1–3 with the aim of 

maximally reducing arterial CO
2
 according to the patients’ 

level of tolerance.

Patients defined as “NIV initiation after acute exacerba-

tion” received HMV for hypercapnia that persisted following 

an acute exacerbation and were enrolled during subsequent 

follow-up visits or readmissions.

Data collection
The following data were collected: demographics, includ-

ing age, sex and body mass index (BMI); smoking status 

and pack-years; date of and reason for NIV initiation and 

comorbidities.

NIV settings were adopted directly from the ventilator 

prior to any changes. Patient compliance (NIV usage in 

hours/24 hours) was determined by a readout of the ventilator’s 

built-in software. Data were collected on the following: ven-

tilator type, mask type, exhalation valve and tubing system, 

ventilation modes, IPAPs and expiratory positive airway 

pressures (EPAPs), backup breathing rates, inspiratory time 

and use of an additional active humidification system.

Diurnal arterial blood gas (ABG) samples were taken 

from the arterialized earlobe, while oxygen was supplied 

according to the patient’s individual needs (ALB800 

Flex Radiometer). Only patients recruited during routine 

follow-up care were enrolled for ABG analysis. ABG 

samples from unstable patients requiring hospitalization 

were not analyzed. Body plethysmography was performed 

in stable patients when possible.

statistics
Demographic data, lung function parameters and diurnal 

ABGs were analyzed in all patients. Different patient groups 

were classified according to pressure levels: IPAP 21 mbar, 

IPAP range 21–25 mbar and IPAP 25 mbar. This selection 

was based on previous studies.1–7

Sample-size planning was based on the primary end point 

“extent of FFM use” using exact binomial distribution. The 

study showed with a one-sided significance level of 2.5% 

that FFMs were used in 30% of the patients. To achieve 

this with 90% power under an assumption rate of 50%, the 

study needed to enroll 66 patients. The rate of FFM compared 

to NM use was estimated with a 95% confidence interval 

(CI). Further subgroup analyses of mask distribution among 

patients and in relation to ventilation characteristics were 

performed descriptively.

Results
A total of 172 patients were screened for eligibility, and 49 

of them were excluded (5 patients refused to participate and 

44 patients were non-COPD). A total of 123 patients with 
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COPD and pre-existing NIV were, therefore, enrolled and 

analyzed (Figure 1). During the course of the study, the 

sample size became larger due to an unexpected increase in 

patient recruitment, thus improving the power of findings.

The percentage of patients with FFMs vs NMs was 

77.2% vs 22.8%, respectively (95% CI 68.8%–84.3%). 

Therefore, the study achieved its aim of showing that FFMs 

are the predominant interfaces for long-term NIV in COPD 

patients.

Patient characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Here, 

74.8% (n=92) of patients were recruited during routine 

follow-up appointments, whereas 25.2% (n=31) were 

enrolled during the course of an acute exacerbation.

Ventilation settings and interfaces are summarized in 

Table 2. A total of 30 different masks were used among 

patients: six patients had individually fitted masks, one used 

a nasal pillow mask and two had total-face masks. For fur-

ther analysis, nasal pillow masks and total-face masks were 

classified as NMs and oro-nasal masks, respectively. Five 

patients used two different types of masks on a rotational 

basis. Figure 2 highlights the variation in mask distribution 

among patient subgroups.

Data on the daily usage of NIV were not available in two 

patients due to software problems. The mean overall compli-

ance was 6.5 hours/day. In all, 70% of patients (n=85) had an 

NIV adherence of 5 hours, while 6% of patients (n=7) had a 

daily adherence of 1 hour. Subgroup (FFMs vs NMs) analy-

ses of compliance (Figure 3) and daytime PaCO
2
 (Figure 4) 

were given according to IPAP ranges. Figure 5 shows the 

patient distribution of interfaces, ventilation modes and 

equipment relative to the pre-set IPAP ranges.

Table 1 Demographic data and lung function parameters

Variable N=123 Min Max

Female (%) 44.7 (55) – –
age (years) 66.4±7.9 48.7 85.1
BMI (kg/m2) 27.6±7.8 14.4 54.7
Pack-years 55.4±25.4 12 150
nIV use (years) 2.3±2.8 0.1 15.1
Use of lTOT (%) 80.5 (99) – –
history of IMV due to arF (%) 26.8 (33) – –
nIV initiation after

acute exacerbation 60.2 (74) – –
Weaning from IMV 4.1 (5) – –
Chronic hypercapnia 35.7 (44) – –

FeV1 (% predicted) 34.1±13.1* – –
FVC (% predicted) 56.2±15.4* – –
FeV1/FVC (%) 50.1±16.5* – –
rV (% predicted) 213±77.1* – –
TlC (% predicted) 110±29.9* – –
DlCO (% predicted) 59.6±16.1** – –
PCO2 (mmhg) 47.2±7.7*** – –
PO2 (mmhg) 64.5±12.4*** – –
ph value 7.4±0.03*** – –

hCO3
− (mmol/l) 27.7±3.3*** – –

Notes: Data presented as mean ± standard deviation or % of patients (n=); data 
in brackets represent n=x. *n=51. **n=42. ***n=92. The “–” symbols indicate not 
applicable.
Abbreviations: Min, minimum; Max, maximum; BMI, body mass index; nIV, 
noninvasive ventilation; lTOT, long-term oxygen therapy; IMV, invasive mechanical 
ventilation; arF, acute respiratory failure; FeV1, forced expiratory volume in 
1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity; rV, residual volume; TlC, total lung capacity; 
DlCO, diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; PCO2, partial pressure of carbon 
dioxide; PO2, partial pressure of oxygen; hCO3

−, bicarbonate.

Figure 1 Flow chart of study design and patient recruitment.
Abbreviation: aBg, arterial blood gas.

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Table 2 Ventilation settings and interfaces

Variable N=123

IPaP (mbar) 23.2±4.6
ePaP (mbar) 5.8±1.3
Br/minute 16.7±2.4
PsV (%) 52.8 (65)
aPCV (%) 47.2 (58)
Full-face mask 77.2 (95)
nasal mask 22.8 (28)
active exhalation valve 32.5 (40)
Active humidification 87.0 (107)
nIV compliance (hours/day) 6.5 (121)

Note: Data presented as mean ± standard deviation or % of patients (n=); data in 
brackets represent n=x.
Abbreviations: IPaP, inspiratory positive airway pressure; ePaP, expiratory 
positive airway pressure; Br, breathing rate; PsV, pressure support ventilation; 
aPCV, assisted pressure-controlled ventilation; nIV, noninvasive ventilation.

Discussion
This is the first prospective study to investigate the distribu-

tion of interfaces used for long-term NIV in COPD patients 

treated in a HMV center. The main results are as follows. 

1) The predominant interface for COPD patients undergoing 
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NIV was the FFM, which was used in three out of four of the 

study patients. In contrast, only 22% of patients were treated 

by NMs. 2) Subgroup analysis revealed a higher percentage 

of NM use in patients with a BMI 35 kg/m2, psychiatric 

comorbidities, coexisting sleep apnea syndrome (SAS) and 

NIV initiation due to stable chronic respiratory failure and 

in female patients. In contrast, an increased number of FFMs 

were applied in patients with IPAP 30 mbar, age 70 years, 

BMI 20 kg/m2 and NIV initiation due to prolonged hyper-

capnia after acute respiratory failure. 3) Patients showed a 

good overall NIV compliance of 6.5 hours/day, regardless of 

the type of mask used, with only minor differences, depend-

ing on IPAP levels. 4) Daytime PaCO
2
 following nocturnal 

NIV ranged from normocapnic to slightly hypercapnic, either 

Figure 2 Distribution of oro-nasal masks (FFMs, dark gray) and nMs (light gray) in 
different subgroups of patients.
Note: Blue horizontal line indicates overall mean percentage of patients with FFM.
Abbreviations: FFM, full-face mask; nM, nasal mask; BMI, body mass index (in 
kg/m2); CrF, chronic respiratory failure; sas, sleep apnea syndrome; arF, acute 
respiratory failure; IPaP, inspiratory positive airway pressure.

Figure 3 nIV adherence of patients with FFMs or nMs in varying IPaP ranges.
Note: nIV adherence is presented in mean hours/day.
Abbreviations: nIV, noninvasive ventilation; nM, nasal mask; IPaP, inspiratory 
positive airway pressure; FFM, full-face mask.

Figure 4 Daytime PaCO2 in relation to different IPaP ranges and interfaces.
Note: Patients with acute exacerbation were excluded.
Abbreviations: PaCO2, arterial pressure of carbon dioxide; IPaP, inspiratory 
positive airway pressure; FFM, full-face mask; nM, nasal mask.

Figure 5 Distribution of nIV equipment and settings according to IPaP range.
Notes: group a (a): IPaP 21 mbar, group B (B): IPaP 21–25 mbar (B) and 
group C (C): IPaP 25 mbar. number of patients with FFMs: a=31, B=32 and 
C=32; with nMs: a=11, B=12 and C=6; with aV: a=6, B=11 and C=23; with hum: 
a=39, B=39 and C=29 and with aPCV: a=9, =22 and C=27.
Abbreviations: nIV, noninvasive ventilation; IPaP, inspiratory positive airway 
pressure; FFM, full-face mask; nM, nasal mask; aV, active valve circuit; hum, active 
humidification; aPCV, assisted pressure-controlled ventilation.
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with NMs or FFMs. 5) Increased IPAP levels were associated 

with an increased application of active exhalation valves and 

a preference for the aPCV mode, whereas the use of active 

humidification decreased within this setting.

The results of the current investigation are in contrast to 

those of the Eurovent survey published in 2005 by Lloyd-

Owen et al.9 In this HMV survey performed in 2001, NMs 

were reported as the main interface in use, with application 

in 80% of patients with underlying lung disease. However, 

these data arose from a survey and were not prospectively 

collected. Nevertheless, the findings are in line with two pro-

spective randomized studies carried out at that time in Italy, 

in which NMs were exclusively used.6,7 Furthermore, the 

present results, as well as those from Struik et al,4 highlight 

the possibility of a substantial change in interface selection 

over the last 2 decades.

In line with the current findings, Struik et al4 recently 

applied FFMs in a trial addressing the role of long-term 

NIV in COPD patients in whom hypercapnia persisted after 

receiving ventilatory support for acute respiratory failure. 

This exclusive use of FFMs might be explained by the fact 

that NIV was initiated during acute exacerbations, which 

can have an important impact on the interface adopted for 

long-term use thereafter. Accordingly, a previous study 

on acute respiratory failure showed less NIV failure along 

with improved ventilation and tolerance in the presence of 

FFMs,14 thus broadening the potential use of FFMs in acute 

care. The current study also contained a large proportion of 

patients (~60% of the cohort) in whom NIV was initiated 

and continued after acute exacerbation, which might have 

influenced the high usage of FFMs. As a result, patients might 

continue to use their interfaces once they have been success-

fully implemented, although this remains speculative.

Data on the selection of interfaces for chronic hypercap-

nic COPD and subsequent NIV initiation are unfortunately 

sparse. Köhnlein et al3 only enrolled patients with chronic 

hypercapnic respiratory failure for the initiation of NIV, 

and while this trial did support the use of long-term NIV 

in COPD, there is no information provided about interface 

distribution.

In addition, evolving ventilation techniques could par-

tially explain the observed changes in interface distribution. 

Reflecting the development of NIV therapy in COPD, there 

is a clear trend of applying higher IPAP levels in order to 

achieve augmented ventilation and positive outcomes.1–4 

Of note, the current study observed that real-life IPAP levels 

reach a mean of 23 mbar, which is in line with recent RCTs 

by Köhnlein et al3 (mean IPAP of 22 mbar) and Struik et al4 

(mean IPAP of 21 mbar). In contrast, previous studies that 

exclusively used NMs applied lower mean IPAP levels 

between 12 and 18 cm H
2
O.5–7 Although the recent studies3,4 

revealed beneficial effects of NIV on long-term survival, 

PaCO
2
 reduction and HRQL, the influence of the different 

masks on these parameters was not evaluated and therefore 

remains unclear. Interestingly, Dreher et al successfully used 

both NMs and FFMs in their experimental trial, comparing 

the effects of HI-NIV vs NIV at lower IPAP ranges on chronic 

hypercapnic COPD. Mean IPAP levels in the HI-NIV arm 

were even higher (29 mbar) than in the present study, and 

seven patients used NMs, while six patients used FFMs.2 

However, an increased incidence of leakages was identified 

in patients with HI-NIV compared to those with lower IPAP 

levels.2 Therefore, the decision to apply FFMs instead of NMs 

could also be made on the basis of avoiding unintentional 

leakages. Nevertheless, it has been clearly demonstrated that 

a certain number of patients are able to successfully use NMs 

in association with high IPAP levels during chronic care. 

Accordingly, we identified several patients who effectively 

used NMs in combination with IPAP levels 25 mbar. Fur-

thermore, Windisch et al1 exclusively recommended NMs 

as the first choice of interface in their review of HI-NIV 

in stable chronic hypercapnic COPD, whereas a switch to 

FFMs was advised in the event of mouth leakage. In light 

of this evidence, the question remains from a physiological 

perspective as to which type of mask for long-term COPD 

patients treated with high IPAP levels is the optimal one. 

Therefore, additional prospective randomized crossover 

studies are needed to answer this question.

Since the mask serves as an essential connection between 

the natural airways of the patient and the artificial airways 

of ventilator, the choice of the mask could have a potentially 

major impact on the patient’s compliance. In the current 

trial, an overall mean NIV adherence of 6.5 hours/day was 

observed, which was similar to what has been reported in 

the latest RCTs.3,4 A recent meta-analysis demonstrated 

beneficial effects of HMV in COPD if patients showed an 

adherence to NIV for 5 hours/day,15 which, incidentally, 

was achieved by 70% of our cohort. In contrast, only 6% 

of our collective showed an adherence of 1 hour/day. 

In contrast, in the Dutch RCT, only 43% of the intention- 

to-treat group used NIV for 5 hours/day.4 An early study 

of long-term NIV in COPD even documented dropout rates 

of ~50% during the 6-month follow-up.16 Considering the 

real-life character of the current study, overall compliance 

was deemed to be satisfactory. When NMs and FFMs were 

compared in terms of compliance, only minor differences 
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were observed, such as a tendency toward increased 

adherence with NMs or FFMs for IPAP levels 25 mbar 

or 25 mbar, respectively. Of note, NMs were used in just 

six patients with IPAP levels 25 mbar and in only two 

patients with IPAP levels 30 mbar. However, Dreher et al 

revealed a very high adherence to NIV for mean IPAP levels 

of 29 mbar with both NMs and FFMs. Other studies showed 

increased compliance rates and sleep quality with NMs if 

excessive mouth breathing was ruled out.11,17 Again, these 

studies included only a few COPD patients with low IPAP 

levels. In addition, bench studies revealed increasing leakage 

under rising IPAP levels.18 The appearance of leakage itself 

might lead clinicians to switch to FFMs.

The subgroup of patients with coexisting SAS showed a 

higher number of NMs (30%) compared to the overall mean. 

Previous studies on patients with obstructive SAS showed 

that NMs rather than FFMs were associated with improved 

sleep quality and compliance, as well as a lower apnea–

hypopnea index.19,20 Therefore, in this particular cohort, 

a preference for NMs might be reasonable.

There were some limitations to the current trial that need 

to be addressed. First, the trial was carried out in a single 

center and therefore reflects the local NIV practices only. 

As a consequence, the results cannot be directly transferred 

to other centers or countries. However, it is important 

to note that the patient cohort and ventilation technique 

were similar to those in the German multi-centric trial by 

Köhnlein et al.3 Second, subjects in the current investigation 

were introduced to long-term NIV under different circum-

stances. Some received NIV following acute exacerbation 

and others during a stable phase of their disease; this is 

therefore suggested to lead to a bias regarding interface 

selection. Finally, this study should be regarded as a pilot 

trial on the use of interfaces, corresponding NIV settings 

and patient compliance, and the results should thus be 

considered with caution.

Conclusion
This study demonstrated that FFMs are currently the most 

commonly used interface for long-term NIV in COPD 

patients in a German respiratory center specialized in home 

mechanical ventilation, where three out of four patients used 

an interface that covered the nose and mouth. This trend is 

suggested to be associated with the increasingly higher IPAP 

levels that are associated with more modern NIV techniques. 

However, an individual approach to mask selection remains 

state of the art, and NMs are still reportedly successful, even 

with higher IPAP levels. Therefore, additional physiological 

studies are needed to determine the effects of different inter-

faces on long-term NIV for COPD patients.
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